GE SIGNA Creator - 60cm

SIGNA Creator covers an amazing scope of utilizations, is intended for convenience and
conveys brilliant picture quality and patient solace while improving work process.
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Benefits:










Its demonstrated, exceptionally homogeneous magnet consistently delivers high quality
images across a larger FOV than of up to 27% than over conventional analog signal
receivers, improving image quality and clinical confidence.
SIGNA Creator’s "head to toe" portfolio of applications gives you neuro performance with
automated motion correction, MSK performance with cartilage mapping, multi-planar
body imaging with quantitative capabilities, and vascular performance most other MR
systems.
OpTix Optical RF technology offers high quality analog to digital signal conversion and
can provide a gain in SNR with non-contrast and automated time-resolved imaging.
Express Suite coil configuration accomplishes extraordinary inclusion and signal
penetration.
Automatic coil selection helps enable quick and consistent exams.
The Slide Bar reduces 30 inputs with a single control, simplifying scan optimization for
new technologists and experienced users, meanwhile maintaining full control of all
parameters.
Volumetric imaging acquisitions like Cube replace cumbersome, slice-by-slice, planeafter-plane 2D acquisitions with a single 3D volume scan.
Movement revision methods like PROPELLER help limit the impacts of movement relics,
possibly decreasing the requirement for rescans and the effect of patient development
on work process.

Features:












Express coil technology that reduces handling of bulky coils between exams.
Slide bar, reduces 30 inputs with a single control
Two low-height table designs that can be lowered to 49cm Fixed table configuration with Express coil technology that enables easy positioning and
high throughput
Detachable table configuration that improves patent access and productivity
SV25.0 Applications Suite
34% less energy consumption
Smaller footprint, simpler siting
Motion Correction with Propeller
Imaging around metal with IDEAL and MAVRIC SL
Diffusion Imaging with eDWI
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Note: The technical data given in this publication is for general information and are subject to change without notice. Actual
configuration on the unit may vary. Contact our sales representatives for a complete list of details.

